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• Observed by the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration in low-
latency and confirmed offline by all-sky, coincident 
searches

• SNR=32.4 and false-alarm-rate < 1 in 80,000 years 

• First GW inspiral signal consistent with a binary 
neutron star source 

• 28 deg2 sky localization at 90% probability

2

     GW170817

[LVC, PRL 119, 161101 (2017); LVC, PRX 9, 011001 (2019)]

[Cannon+ 2012;  Messick+ 2017; Usman+ 2016; Nitz+ 2017]

!100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12!41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a !-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ! 1.188"0.004

"0.002M". From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M". The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M", due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M" with compo-
nents between 1.17 and !1.6 M" [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M" [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ! 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12!41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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161101-2LIGO-Livingston, and Virgo data respectively, making it
the loudest gravitational-wave signal so far detected. Two
matched-filter binary-coalescence searches targeting
sources with total mass between 2 and 500 M! in the
detector frame were used to estimate the significance of this
event [9,12,30,32,73,81–83,86,87,91–97]. The searches
analyzed 5.9 days of LIGO data between August 13,
2017 02"00 UTC and August 21, 2017 01"05 UTC.
Events are assigned a detection-statistic value that ranks
their probability of being a gravitational-wave signal. Each
search uses a different method to compute this statistic and
measure the search background—the rate at which detector
noise produces events with a detection-statistic value equal
to or higher than the candidate event.
GW170817 was identified as the most significant event

in the 5.9 days of data, with an estimated false alarm rate of
one in 1.1 ! 106 years with one search [81,83], and a
consistent bound of less than one in 8.0 ! 104 years for the
other [73,86,87]. The second most significant signal in this
analysis of 5.9 days of data is GW170814, which has a
combined SNR of 18.3 [29]. Virgo data were not used in
these significance estimates, but were used in the sky
localization of the source and inference of the source
properties.

IV. SOURCE PROPERTIES

General relativity makes detailed predictions for the
inspiral and coalescence of two compact objects, which

may be neutron stars or black holes. At early times, for low
orbital and gravitational-wave frequencies, the chirplike
time evolution of the frequency is determined primarily by
a specific combination of the component masses m1 and
m2, the chirp mass M ! "m1m2#3=5"m1 $m2#!1=5. As the
orbit shrinks and the gravitational-wave frequency grows
rapidly, the gravitational-wave phase is increasingly influ-
enced by relativistic effects related to the mass ratio
q ! m2=m1, where m1 " m2, as well as spin-orbit and
spin-spin couplings [98].
The details of the objects’ internal structure become

important as the orbital separation approaches the size of
the bodies. For neutron stars, the tidal field of the
companion induces a mass-quadrupole moment [99,100]
and accelerates the coalescence [101]. The ratio of the
induced quadrupole moment to the external tidal field is
proportional to the tidal deformability (or polarizability)
! ! "2=3#k2%"c2=G#"R=m#&5, where k2 is the second Love
number and R is the stellar radius. Both R and k2 are fixed
for a given stellar massm by the equation of state (EOS) for
neutron-star matter, with k2 # 0.05–0.15 for realistic neu-
tron stars [102–104]. Black holes are expected to have
k2 ! 0 [99,105–109], so this effect would be absent.
As the gravitational-wave frequency increases, tidal

effects in binary neutron stars increasingly affect the phase
and become significant above fGW # 600 Hz, so they are
potentially observable [103,110–116]. Tidal deformabil-
ities correlate with masses and spins, and our measurements
are sensitive to the accuracy with which we describe
the point-mass, spin, and tidal dynamics [113,117–119].
The point-mass dynamics has been calculated within the
post-Newtonian framework [34,36,37], effective-one-body
formalism [10,120–125], and with a phenomenological
approach [126–131]. Results presented here are obtained
using a frequency domain post-Newtonian waveform
model [30] that includes dynamical effects from tidal
interactions [132], point-mass spin-spin interactions
[34,37,133,134], and couplings between the orbital angular
momentum and the orbit-aligned dimensionless spin com-
ponents of the stars !z [92].
The properties of gravitational-wave sources are inferred

by matching the data with predicted waveforms. We
perform a Bayesian analysis in the frequency range
30–2048 Hz that includes the effects of the 1" calibration
uncertainties on the received signal [135,136] (< 7% in
amplitude and 3° in phase for the LIGO detectors [137] and
10% and 10° for Virgo at the time of the event). Unless
otherwise specified, bounds on the properties of
GW170817 presented in the text and in Table I are 90%
posterior probability intervals that enclose systematic
differences from currently available waveform models.
To ensure that the applied glitch mitigation procedure

previously discussed in Sec. II (see Fig. 2) did not bias the
estimated parameters, we added simulated signals with
known parameters to data that contained glitches analogous
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FIG. 3. Sky location reconstructed for GW170817 by a rapid
localization algorithm from a Hanford-Livingston (190 deg2,
light blue contours) and Hanford-Livingston-Virgo (31 deg2,
dark blue contours) analysis. A higher latency Hanford-Living-
ston-Virgo analysis improved the localization (28 deg2, green
contours). In the top-right inset panel, the reticle marks the
position of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993. The bottom-right
panel shows the a posteriori luminosity distance distribution
from the three gravitational-wave localization analyses. The
distance of NGC 4993, assuming the redshift from the NASA/
IPAC Extragalactic Database [89] and standard cosmological
parameters [90], is shown with a vertical line.
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GRB 170817A
• Signal exceeds 5σ in 3 of the 12 NaI 

detectors of Fermi GBM

• ~0.5 s standard triggering pulse + subsequent 
softer, weaker, few seconds long emission

• T90 = (2.0 ± 0.5) s, fluence = (1.4 ± 0.3) x 
10-7 erg cm-2

• The duration distribution (alone and with the 
spectral hardness one) shows that it is 3 times 
more likely to be a short than a long GRB

• 1100 deg2 90% credible region

• TGRB - TGW = (1.74 ± 0.05) s

The 90% credible intervals!(Veitch et al. 2015; Abbott et al.
2017e) for the component masses (in the m m1 2. convention)
are m M1.36, 2.261 Î :( ) and m M0.86, 1.362 Î :( ) , with total
mass M2.82 0.09

0.47
-
+

:, when considering dimensionless spins with

magnitudes up to 0.89 (high-spin prior, hereafter). When the
dimensionless spin prior is restricted to 0.05- (low-spin prior,
hereafter), the measured component masses are m 1.36,1 Î (

M1.60 :) and m M1.17, 1.362 Î :( ) , and the total mass is

Figure 2. Joint, multi-messenger detection of GW170817 and GRB!170817A. Top: the summed GBM lightcurve for sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for
GRB!170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of the SPI-ACS data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red.
Second: the same as the top panel but in the 50–300 keV energy range. Third: the SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and
with a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: the time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-
Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time T0

GW.

3

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L13 (27pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.

[LVC & Fermi GBM & INTEGRAL, ApJL 848, L13 (2017)]
[Goldstein+ 2017]
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are m M1.36, 2.261 Î :( ) and m M0.86, 1.362 Î :( ) , with total
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dimensionless spin prior is restricted to 0.05- (low-spin prior,
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M1.60 :) and m M1.17, 1.362 Î :( ) , and the total mass is

Figure 2. Joint, multi-messenger detection of GW170817 and GRB!170817A. Top: the summed GBM lightcurve for sodium iodide (NaI) detectors 1, 2, and 5 for
GRB!170817A between 10 and 50 keV, matching the 100 ms time bins of the SPI-ACS data. The background estimate from Goldstein et al. (2016) is overlaid in red.
Second: the same as the top panel but in the 50–300 keV energy range. Third: the SPI-ACS lightcurve with the energy range starting approximately at 100 keV and
with a high energy limit of least 80 MeV. Bottom: the time-frequency map of GW170817 was obtained by coherently combining LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-
Livingston data. All times here are referenced to the GW170817 trigger time T0

GW.
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The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L13 (27pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.

• SPI-ACS finds a single excess at TGW + 1.88 s 
with SNR = 4.6 at 100ms temporal resolution 

• Fluence = (1.4 ± 0.4) x 10-7 erg cm-2

• Temporal association of 4.2σ between the 
GBM observation of GRB 170817A and the 
event observed by SPI-ACS

• SPI-ACS alone would not have reported this 
event, but it would have reported it while 
searching around GW170817, with an 
independent association significance of 3.2σ

[LVC & Fermi GBM & INTEGRAL, ApJL 848, L13 (2017)]
[Savchenko+ 2017]

GRB 170817A
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expectation rates for joint BNS–SGRB detections in the light of
this discovery.

2. Observational Results

The observations of GW170817 and of GRB!170817A are
described in detail in Abbott et al. (2017e), Goldstein et al.
(2017), and Savchenko et al. (2017b). Here we summarize the
observations relevant to the results presented in this Letter and
report the results of two fully coherent searches for GWs from
the sky location of GRB!170817A. For convenience, all
measurements of time have been converted to their geocentric
equivalent.

2.1. LIGO–Virgo Observation of GW170817

GW170817 is a GW signal from the inspiral of two low-mass
compact objects and is the !rst GW observation consistent with
a BNS coalescence (Abbott et al. 2017e, 2017f). GW170817
was !rst observed by a low-latency search!(Cannon et al. 2012;
Messick et al. 2017) on 2017 August 17 at 12:41:04 UTC as a
single-detector trigger in the LIGO-Hanford detector!(Abbott
et al. 2017e; LIGO Scienti!c Collaboration & Virgo Collabora-
tion 2017a). The temporal proximity of GRB!170817A was
immediately identi!ed by automatic comparison of the Fermi-
GBM Gamma-ray Coordinates Network notice to the GW
trigger!(Urban 2016). Rapid of"ine re-analysis!(Usman et al.
2016; Nitz et al. 2017b) of data from the LIGO/Virgo network
con!rmed the presence of a signi!cant coincident signal in the
LIGO GW detectors with a combined signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
of 32.4. The combination of observations from the LIGO and
Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky position localization to an
area of 28 deg2 at 90% probability shown in green in Figure 1
(Abbott et al. 2017e; LIGO Scienti!c Collaboration & Virgo
Collaboration 2017b). A time-frequency representation of the
LIGO data containing GW170817 is shown in the bottom panel
of Figure 2. The GPS time of the merger of GW170817 is
T 1187008882.4300

GW
0.002
0.002= -

+ s!(Abbott et al. 2017e). At the
observed signal strength, the false alarm rate of the all-sky search

for compact-object mergers is less than 1 in 80,000 years
(Abbott et al. 2017e). The of"ine searches target binaries with
(detector frame) total mass 2– M500 :. Signals are required to be
coincident in time and mass in the LIGO detectors, but Virgo
data are not used in the signi!cance estimates of the all-sky
of"ine search!(Abbott et al. 2017e).
We present the results of two of"ine targeted searches that

coherently combine the data from the LIGO and Virgo
detectors and restrict the signal offset time and sky-location
using information from the EM observation of GRB!170817A.
The onset of gamma-ray emission from a BNS merger
progenitor is predicted to be within a few seconds after the
merger, given that the central engine is expected to form within
a few seconds and that the jet propagation delays are at most of
the order of the SGRB duration (see, e.g., Finn et al. 1999;
Abadie et al. 2012 and references therein). The gravitational
and EM waves are expected to travel at the same speed.
The !rst targeted search (Harry & Fairhurst 2011; Williamson

et al. 2014; Abbott et al. 2017b; Nitz et al. 2017a) assumes that
the source is a BNS or NS–BH binary merger and is located at
the sky-position observed for the optical counterpart to
GW170817 and GRB!170817A (Coulter et al. 2017a, 2017b;
Abbott et al. 2017f) and that there is a 1, 5- +[ ] s time delay in
the arrival of gamma-rays (determined by the GBM trigger time)
compared to the binary merger time!(Abbott et al. 2017b). At the
detection statistic value assigned to GW170817, this search has a
p-value of 9.4 10 4.26 s< ´ >- ( ), with this signi!cance estimate
limited by computational resources used to estimate the noise
background. The second coherent search does not assume any
particular GW morphology or GRB model (Sutton et al. 2010;
Was et al. 2012; Abbott et al. 2017b) and uses the GBM
localization of GRB!170817A to constrain the sky location of
the source. This search allows for a 60, 600- +[ ] s coincidence
between the gamma-rays and the GWs in order to include
potentially larger delays in collapsar models of long GRBs. At
the detection-statistic value observed for GW170817, this search
has a p-value of 1.3 10 4.25 s´ - ( ).

Figure 1. Final localizations. The 90% contour for the !nal sky-localization map from LIGO–Virgo is shown in green (LIGO Scienti!c Collaboration & Virgo
Collaboration 2017a, 2017b, 2017c). The 90% GBM targeted search localization is overlaid in purple (Goldstein et al. 2017). The 90% annulus determined with Fermi
and INTEGRAL timing information is shaded in gray (Svinkin et al. 2017). The zoomed inset also shows the position of the optical transient marked as a yellow star
(Abbott et al. 2017f; Coulter et al. 2017a, 2017b). The axes are R.A. and decl. in the Equatorial coordinate system.

2

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L13 (27pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.

LIGO-Virgo
GBM
Fermi and INTEGRAL timing
Optical transient
[LVC, ApJL 848, L12 (2017)] [LVC & Fermi GBM & INTEGRAL, ApJL 848, L13 (2017)]

Is it the Same Event?

TGRB - TGW = (1.74 ± 0.05) s
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Temporal Agreement

PTemporal = 2 (1.74 s) (351/3324 days / 0.85) = 5.0 x 10-6

• Null hypothesis that the short GRB and GW are independent 
Poisson processes: how unlikely is it to observe them so close in time?

• A 4.4σ Gaussian-equivalent significance

Time delay

GBM short GRB 
rate until then

GBM is disabled 15% of the time 
(South Atalantic Anomaly transit)

Either side of the 
GW time



• Null hypothesis that the two observations are independent events: 
how unlikely is it to observe them with this spatial agreement?

• PSpatial = 0.01 or 2.3σ Gaussian-equivalent significance
7

Spatial Agreement

HEALPix indices

Posterior probabilities 
of the two maps

<latexit sha1_base64="+2HmHUKFM/EbN99L8fLMA4RL0Ss=">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</latexit>

S =

NpixX

i=1

PGRB,iPGW,i

Compare to a background generated 
by randomly shifting and rotating 10 
times 164 GBM posteriors (localized 
with the same methodology) 



• The two p-values are independent, so the probability that GW170817 
and GRB 170817A occurred this close in time and with this level of 
location agreement by chance (i.e., assuming the null hypothesis) is

• A 5.3σ Gaussian-equivalent significance
8

Null Hypothesis Testing

PTemporal x PSpatial = (5.0 x 10-6) x 0.01 = 5.0 x 10-8

Dominates
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Beyond Null Hypothesis Testing

• Calculate the odds between the common (C) source hypothesis and 
the hypothesis of two distinct signals (SS) given the two data sets:

[Ashton+,  ApJ 860, 6 (2018)]

Bayes factorPrior odds

Posterior overlap integral
<latexit sha1_base64="/ZRPQcZ6SCZvc2eZW+gNemlYJx0=">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</latexit>Z

⇥S

P (✓|DGW,HC)P (✓|DGRB,HC)

P (✓|HC)
d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="VOmByhWvKJ8MhNMV73BaiZGBrMQ=">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</latexit>

OC/SS ⌘ ⇡(HC)

⇡(HSS)
BC/SS =

⇡(HC)

⇡(HSS)

P (DGW, DGRB|HC)

P (DGW, DGRB|HSS)
<latexit sha1_base64="482ikxsrLjbO0qq8rt8n12FcPzg=">AAACyXicdVFNTxsxEPUuLR9pCwGOvViNKiVStdoNC4QDEoKqpeolLQ1ByqYrr+MQC+8H9iwiNXvqP+ytt/6UepPQBtqMZGn03rx5npkoE1yB6/607KUnT5dXVtcqz56/WN+obm6dqzSXlHVoKlJ5ERHFBE9YBzgIdpFJRuJIsG50dVLy3RsmFU+TLzDOWD8mlwkfckrAQGH116HWQcbrQUxgRInQp8XXk0YRpEaE/2H02VnRKIqK1u3621AHMsbvu8XdQ/Ff6vPxY+6+8UK5NgaLG+ip/R/oQxEGMGJA5tq9wXPqRiWs1lznoOU2d/aw6/ie77V2TeL6rV3fx57jTqKGZtEOqz+CQUrzmCVABVGq57kZ9DWRwKlgxjxXLCP0ilyynkkTEjPV15NLFPi1QQZ4mErzEsATdF6hSazUOI5MZTmDesyV4P+4Xg7DVl/zJMuBJXRqNMwFhhSXZ8UDLhkFMTYJoZKbv2I6IpJQMMcvl3A/KV6cnDcdb8/Z+eTXjo5n61hFL9ErVEce2kdH6BS1UQdR650lrNy6sT/a1/at/W1aalszzTZ6EPb337By3uw=</latexit>

=
⇡(HC)

⇡(HSS)

P (DGW|H
C)P (DGRB|H

C)

P (DGW|HS)P (DGRB|H
S)

I✓(DGW, DGRB)
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Beyond Null Hypothesis Testing

• Restrict to directional and temporal parameters only

• Assume all-sky observatories with isotropic and stationary sensitivities 

[Ashton+,  ApJ 860, 6 (2018)]

<latexit sha1_base64="m3eTD3UstVO+DG8cpD6GShu6bQc=">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</latexit>

OC/SS =
⇡(HC)

⇡(HSS)
I⌦,tc(DGW, DGRB)

• Assuming the coalescence time is determined exactly from the GW data 
and that the priors on the direction and coalescence time factor

<latexit sha1_base64="SS+KEf2+tNBcMWj+HKXMVnNnw1I=">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</latexit>I⌦,tc = I⌦Itc
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Beyond Null Hypothesis Testing

[Ashton+,  ApJ 860, 6 (2018)]

•       vanishes unless tGW - 1s ≤ tGRB ≤ tGW + 5s, in which case                      
where T is the co-observing time and Δt = 6s 

<latexit sha1_base64="mwuJm9gJQ635hts/VLr5vms6DpE=">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</latexit>

Itc =
T

�t

<latexit sha1_base64="OYjvDm0QR8sufKOgsUTkH4DEsY8=">AAAB+nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4ColItbuiG91VsA9oQ5hMJ+3QyYOZiVJiPsWNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbQWfBwYO59zLPXP8hDOpbPvdWFhcWl5ZLa2V1zc2t7bNyk5bxqkgtEViHouujyXlLKItxRSn3URQHPqcdvzxeeF3bqiQLI6u1SShboiHEQsYwUpLnlnph1iNCObZZe5lyiO5Z1Ztq2479ZqDfhPHsqeowhxNz3zrD2KShjRShGMpe46dKDfDQjHCaV7up5ImmIzxkPY0jXBIpZtNo+foQCsDFMRCv0ihqfp1I8OhlJPQ15NFUPnTK8S/vF6qglM3Y1GSKhqR2aEg5UjFqOgBDZigRPGJJpgIprMiMsICE6XbKusSPn+K/iftI8upWc7VcbVxNq+jBHuwD4fgwAk04AKa0AICt3APj/Bk3BkPxrPxMhtdMOY7u/ANxusHRGOUrQ==</latexit>Itc

<latexit sha1_base64="xnc1f9K3DDIGn2A3PsiY6wR2CkE=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgqiQi1e6KbnRlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUnCzEQoISs3/oobF4q49Rvc+TdO0go+DwycOede7r3HjxmVyrLejdLc/MLiUnm5srK6tr5hbm51ZJQITNo4YpHo+UgSRkPSVlQx0osFQdxnpOuPz3K/e0OEpFF4rSYxcTkahjSgGCkteeauw5EaYcTSi8xLi48fpM4lJ0OUZZ5ZtWoNy27Ubfib2DWrQBXM0PLMN2cQ4YSTUGGGpOzbVqzcFAlFMSNZxUkkiREeoyHpaxoiTqSbFmdkcF8rAxhEQr9QwUL92pEiLuWE+7oy31P+9HLxL6+fqODETWkYJ4qEeDooSBhUEcwzgQMqCFZsognCgupdIR4hgbDSyVV0CJ+Xwv9J57Bm12v21VG1eTqLowx2wB44ADY4Bk1wDlqgDTC4BffgETwZd8aD8Wy8TEtLxqxnG3yD8foBwy2Z+g==</latexit>I⌦•       = 32.4 from the localization posteriors (it increases to 37.5 when 
using uniform posteriors over the 28 deg2 and 1100 deg2 areas) 

<latexit sha1_base64="qFX3q5NVwIqjVVW+ScFFzgxq0rA=">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</latexit>

⇡(HC)

⇡(HSS)
=

Poisson(1;RGW,GRBT )

Poisson(1;RGWT )Poisson(1;RGRBT )
'

RGW,GRB

RGWRGRBT
'

1

RGBMT

• With a rate of 0.124/day,
<latexit sha1_base64="FWt+37dC1U8DSBKg6iVwQreWFcM=">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</latexit>

OC/SS(DGW , DGRB) & 106
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Conclusions

• GW170817: false-alarm-rate < 1 in 80,000 years 

• GRB 170817A: a short GRB witnessed by two observatories

• GW170817 and GRB 170817A are robustly associated 

1. A Frequentist p-value approach finds that the GW and GRB data are 
inconsistent with the null hypothesis: agreement by chance has a 
5.3σ Gaussian-equivalent significance

2. A Bayesian approach shows that the common source model is 
enormously favoured (≳106) over a model that describes 
GW170817 and GRB 170817A as unrelated signals

<latexit sha1_base64="oRV5eHokopbFCFKrfsHpb/scHcI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVddlNsAgVZJhppdpd0Y0boYJ9QFuGTCbThmaSIckIpXThxl9x40IRt36EO//GTFvB54HA4ZxzubnHjxlV2nHerYXFpeWV1cxadn1jc2s7t7PbVCKRmDSwYEK2faQIo5w0NNWMtGNJUOQz0vKH56nfuiFSUcGv9SgmvQj1OQ0pRtpIXi4feSXYpRwWXdtxjqBrlyuHl15XBEJ7uYJjVx23WnHhb5LmUxTAHHUv99YNBE4iwjVmSKmO68S6N0ZSU8zIJNtNFIkRHqI+6RjKUURUbzw9YgIPjBLAUEjzuIZT9evEGEVKjSLfJCOkB+qnl4p/eZ1Eh6e9MeVxognHs0VhwqAWMG0EBlQSrNnIEIQlNX+FeIAkwtr0ljUlfF4K/yfNku1W7PLVcaF2Nq8jA/JgHxSBC05ADVyAOmgADG7BPXgET9ad9WA9Wy+z6II1n9kD32C9fgBTJZVi</latexit>

m2 2 (1.00, 1.36)M�

<latexit sha1_base64="1hIUEgIH/GYSFPAoy+or8IO+Hsk=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZfdBItQQYaJlWp3RTduhAr2AW0ZMmnahmaSIckIpXThxl9x40IRt36EO//G9CH4PHDh5Jx7yb0njDnTxvffndTC4tLySno1s7a+sbnlbu/UtEwUoVUiuVSNEGvKmaBVwwynjVhRHIWc1sPB+cSv31ClmRTXZhjTdoR7gnUZwcZKgZuNAgRbTMA88grFQ4i8kn9wGbRkR5rAzfn2iUpFBH8T5PlT5MAclcB9a3UkSSIqDOFY6ybyY9MeYWUY4XScaSWaxpgMcI82LRU4oro9mh4xhvtW6cCuVLaEgVP168QIR1oPo9B2Rtj09U9vIv7lNRPTPW2PmIgTQwWZfdRNODQSThKBHaYoMXxoCSaK2V0h6WOFibG5ZWwIn5fC/0ntyENFr3B1nCufzeNIgyzYA3mAwAkogwtQAVVAwC24B4/gyblzHpxn52XWmnLmM7vgG5zXD1+0lWo=</latexit>

m1 2 (1.36, 1.90)M�


